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Metaphysics of Cosmic Energy and its Goodness
Contzen Pereira*
Abstract
Cosmic energy is good and its goodness created all that was created; for the creator is
immortally teeming with goodness. The cosmic energy is therefore the blueprint of the
creator, which accommodates information of what was, what is and what will be and in its
goodness creates, shapes and guides matter. The cosmic energy transformed matter to create
the being that emerged to be intelligent; a being that acquired the understanding of language.
Language and intelligence were essentially meant to articulate goodness, but ego bought in
doubt; subjugated the goodness of energy to bring in a disparity of good and evil. The
goodness of energy exists all around us and within us, but our intelligence and egoistic
capacitance ignores it; for if we utilize the goodness of this energy, we can overcome our ego
and change our thoughts. Everything is good and everything was created from goodness to be
good and to remain good, all that needs to be grasped is the goodness that resides in the
cosmos and within us.
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Goodness of the Cosmic Energy
Energy that resides within the cosmos is indisputably good and it is the cosmic energy that
guides and shapes the cosmos. In the old testament, the first chapter of Genesis states “Let
there be light,” and there was light and God saw that the light was good” and similarly all that
was created after that was good; for if all that was created was good then all that exists should
be good. Scriptures have acclaimed that the act of creation by the creator was good and that it
was performed by the goodness that prevailed in the creator. From a scientific perspective,
we understand that post the big bang, a symmetric state gave rise to forms of light and matter.
Surprisingly, the anti-matter disappeared and all what remained was asymmetric forms of
light and matter; but was definitely good, for if the anti-matter had remained there would
never have had been a creation. Alongside goodness, evil is said to reside and originate
within energy and matter and since it originated from good, the evil was actually good at
some point of time. The question here is, if all that was created by the creator was good, why
did the creator not destroy evil that emerged from good? The intent of this paper is to seek an
answer to this question. For the creator is the creator of all and there should be no one above
this symmetric form of light; the light that holds the goodness that prevails in our cosmos.
Goodness created matter and light and this goodness was embedded in light and matter that
formed from the cosmic energy. The cosmic energy is therefore the blueprint of the creator,
which holds information of what was, what is and what will be and its goodness is what
creates, shapes and guides matter; for it is said to exist beyond the limits of space and time.
On Earth, its goodness that created life and creates life by the flow of cosmic energy through
it and within what exists in it. The goodness of this energy created matter; which was good, it
organized matter to create beings that would understand and acclaim their creation. Why life
does not exist on another planet? Or why the goodness of energy didn’t support life
elsewhere? This is a question that can be rightfully asked but cannot be answered
immediately. The cosmic energy follows the laws of energy and therefore can neither be
created nor destroyed but can be transformed from one form to another and so does its
goodness, that can never diminish but can be moved from one form to another; from matter to
matter and light to light. Matter transformed; beings became intelligent and with intelligence
came ego; an entropic price to be paid alongside the growing intelligence and the increasing
complexity of matter. Ego is therefore a derivative of transforming matter and with its
growing complexity can take over the goodness that resides within it.
Matter transformed to incorporate the cosmic energy within structures like the brain; the seat
of intelligence that was intended to be good; unknowingly the seat of intelligence
transformed to a seat of egoism. Cosmic energy is pure energy but the way this energy is used
differentiates the good from evil e.g. a knife is an instrument that uses energy to cut; when
used to cut fruits and vegetables, it is considered good as it satisfies hunger but when the
same knife is used to kill, it is bad or evil. It all depends on the way the energy is used and the
way it is perceived; for the perception of one can be different from the other that which
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comes with the complexity of matter. Energy is neither good nor evil, it is just energy and it
all depends on how it is utilized by intelligent beings. Intelligence creates ego and ego is what
drives matter and energy to take these forms; for all that was created was good and in
goodness to experience the creation. With the emergence of intelligence and complex
transformation of matter came language; that which controls intelligence; that which can
express goodness but brings in a differentiation; that which can be used to create a
misapprehension to replace the goodness with evil; that which can bring in a doubt and lack
of faith in the creator and the creation.
Language is a harvest of intelligence and can control the cosmic energy flow within matter
brining in restrictions that alter the normal paths of flowing energy. Intelligence drives ego
with the use of complex matter and destroys the ability of a being to express the goodness
that resides within the cosmic energy. Lack of language and the use of goodness within the
cosmic energy can be understood in lower intelligent organisms. These organisms are
intelligent but since the ego has not overcome the goodness of their energy and matter, it
prevails and is acknowledged, to live in harmony and respect; to live and enjoy all that has
been created. Due to the lack of language there is no restriction to the flow of energy which
gives these organisms the ability to explore the beauty and creativity of the creator and the
creation. This energy has always been good and was created in goodness, it is the way we
interpret it and use it. All creation will always be good and will remain good, for this
goodness is what creation is all about and therefore this goodness exists in the creation of the
creator.
Matter transformed with the help of cosmic energy, as the blueprint of the creator, a plan
which would helped create forms that could be admired and that which could admire the
beauty of the creation. Intelligent beings were part of this plan, with abilities to express with
language and intelligence to understand the creation and acclaim its beauty but this
transformation apparently came with a heavy price; the creation of ego and therefore we now
see intelligence being used to destroy oneself; destroy matter and its goodness. The cosmic
energy and its goodness has been taken for granted and has been utilized to bring in
destruction and despair; sadness and misery. The elucidation to ego is death, which releases
the energy and matter to be refurbished. Death brings in a reversal; rehabilitates and purifies
the energy; where matter and energy regain their goodness, for with death, the ego,
intelligence and language is rescinded; it is an act of transformation or reversal to the original
plan of what the creator had created and intended.
Conclusion
The cosmic energy is good and its goodness guides, but it needs to be felt and followed; as it
guides one through the path and provides the experience of what truly exists. Goodness exists
all around us and within us, but our intelligence and egoistic methodologies make us flout it;
for if we harness the goodness that prevails within the cosmic energy, we can surmount our
egos and our doubt’s. Everything is good and everything was created from goodness to be
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good and to remain good, all that needs to be followed is the goodness of the creator that
resides within the cosmos in the form of energy.
